This paper analyses the effect of inflation on the measurement of saving and housing affordability in New Zealand. When the inflation rate is positive, the income and saving of lenders is overstated and the saving of borrowers is understated because a portion of the interest earnings on capital are not true earnings but merely compensation for inflation. Because New Zealand has a large international debt position, this distortion means aggregate saving is understated, possibly by 2 percent of gross domestic product per year. In addition, a standard measure of the cost of financing the purchase of a house is overstated by approximately fifty percent, as a large part of mortgage payments are actually saving. Nevertheless, at the end of 2007 the cost of financing house purchase in New Zealand was at a cyclical high, approximately 40 percent higher than its average level since 1990.
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Introduction
While the way inflation erodes the value of money is widely understood, the way that it distorts the measurement of income and saving is frequently overlooked. When the inflation rate is positive, the income and saving of lenders is overstated and the saving of borrowers is understated because a portion of the interest earnings on capital are not true earnings but merely compensation for inflation. Although the effects on borrowers and lenders can be surprisingly large even when the inflation rate is low, in most countries the net effect on macroeconomic statistics can be ignored because the effects on lenders and borrowers offset each other. When a country has a large net foreign asset position, however, aggregate saving measures can be significantly distorted because of inflation.
This paper analyses the effect of inflation on the measurement of saving in New Zealand. Since the inflation rate has been around 3 percent in the last five years, the amount of saving done by borrowers has been significantly understated, currently by $4000 per year a household with an average sized ($133000) mortgage. Since New Zealand has a large international debt position, the effects on borrowers and lenders do not offset each other and aggregate saving is understated, possibly by 2 percent of gross domestic product.
There is another consequence of this mis-measurement of saving because of inflation. Since the inflation component of mortgage payments should be regarded as saving rather than a part of the cost of financing homeownership, White (1979) and Clements (1984) . 5 More precisely, the real earnings are $6000/1.03.
$3000 payment to compensate the lender for the erosion of the value of the initial capital. The latter is counted as saving because by making it the borrower has reduced their remaining debt to the lender to $97000 in price-adjusted terms. Even though they still owe $100000 in dollar terms, this sum neither buys so much nor takes so long to earn, because incomes will have increased by 3 percent. While these adjustments for the effects of inflation on savings are not made in the New
Zealand's National Income and Outlay Accounts, such adjustments are straightforward to make and are recommended by the System of National Accounts guidelines.
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The size of these adjustments is rather large. In 2007 the average fixed mortgage was $133000 and the inflation rate was 3.2 per cent. Consequently, the inflation adjustment for someone with an average mortgage was $4200; in the last three years, it has totalled over $12000. billion -the net effect due to mortgage debt is not zero. Indeed, if one assumed that all mortgage debt were financed from offshore borrowing, the understatement of saving would be of the order of 2-3 percent of GDP. For the same reason, the current account deficit could be overstated by 2 percent of GDP per year. percent while the inflation rate were 3 percent, only $6000 or two thirds of the $9000 annual interest payment on a $100000 mortgage should be considered part of the cost of purchasing the house. It is true that the household would have to find $9000 per $100000 of mortgage to pay the bank each year, and that this might place it under considerable cash-flow pressure if it were unable to borrow to make the payment. Nonetheless, a third of the cash-flow pressure comes from the requirement that the household make $3000 in savings per $100000 of mortgage as part of the scheduled repayment scheme, and it is not at all clear that this saving should be considered part of the expense of borrowing to own a home any more than (say) making a contribution to a pension fund should be considered an expense.
A real affordability index
An alternative measure of the cost of housing is a real housing affordability index, calculated using real rather than nominal interest rates. Consequently, the real housing affordability index would be 1225 if real mortgage interest rates were at their recent average value, keeping house prices unchanged.
While this value indicates that house prices are high given incomes and normal real interest rates, they are by no means at unprecedented levels. If wages were to increase by 8 percent over the next two years, and real interest rates were to reduce to average levels, house prices would only need to decline to the levels seen in September 2006 for the cost of housing to return to post 1992 average levels.
An alternative interpretation of the real affordability index.
An alternative way to think about the real affordability index is to consider the real value of the stream of nominal payments associated with a standard (money) mortgage. Figure 5 shows the real value of the stream of payments made on a 25 year $100 000 mortgage when the nominal interest rate is 9 percent and the inflation rate is 3 percent. If P is the principal amount borrowed, T is the number of years of the mortgage, and i is the interest rate, the annual repayment is The usefulness of the nominal housing measure
Conceptually, the real housing affordability measure is more suitable than the nominal measure for measuring the real cost of borrowing to purchase a house, as it properly adjusts for the effects of inflation. However, as Modigliani and Lessard (1975) and Campbell and Coco (2003) argued, if agents can only use money mortgages to borrow to purchase houses, large welfare losses can occur when the inflation rate is positive. This is because agents facing credit constraints will be unable to adequately smooth consumption through time as they will have to make much higher real mortgage payments at the start of a mortgage than at the end of the mortgage. Coleman (2007) extended this argument to show that if agents maximize their utility, home-ownership rates among young households will decline as the inflation rate increases, because households will choose to rent rather than make the large cuts in consumption that would be necessary to make the nominal interest payments on a standard mortgage. In his model, the distortion introduced by inflation has relatively little effect on property prices, but it can have large effects on property ownership patterns, particularly amongst young households. Thus the nominal measure of housing affordability has some uses, as it captures the extent to which credit constrained households will face cash-flow difficulties if they were to borrow to purchase a house. These difficulties are "real" in the sense that they can have large effects on credit constrained households. The nominal house affordability measure may better reflect the difficulties experienced by credit-constrained borrowers who borrow to purchase a house than the real measure of housing affordability. However, since much of this difficulty is not caused by the cost of the house but the contractual need to save large amounts at the beginning stages of home ownership, a nominal housing affordability measure should primarily be used in conjunction with the real measure to indicate the extent to which credit constraints may deter home ownership, rather than the extent to which it affects the cost of home ownership.
Conclusion
Inflation distorts the measurements of saving. Even when inflation is in the 1-3 percent range, these distortions are not trivial and may lead to the 
